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How To Hustle And Win, Part Two:
Rap, Race And Revolution

How to Hustle and Win: Rap, Race and Revolution, Part Two is the highly anticipated follow-up to
the bestseller How to Hustle and Win: A Survival Guide for the Ghetto, Part One. Part Two
continues where Part One left off, and leads readers down a road to empowerment, self-discovery,
and personal transformation. Author Supreme Understanding once again offers an incredible
assortment of stories, commentaries, and anecdotes illustrating valuable life lessons and solutions
to the problems encountered by urban communities. Rap, Race and Revolution speaks the
language of the streets, but provides a unique perspective on what it will take to truly change the
game; If you're interested in breaking from the crowd and finding your calling in life, this book is
what you need. Along with How to Hustle and Win, Part One, this book provides the answers we
should all be looking for. This book was previously released under the title Rap, Race and
Revolution: Solutions for Our Struggle. This revised edition contains the same content plus an
addition 16 pages.
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Man.. I love this book, this book has the worlds knowledge for all the people of color and even white
people to gather.From Learning about how to go to school and actually make it work for you.To
learning how you could change your outlook in life and make things work out for you.Its honestly to
much greatness to just review through an review.Supreme Understanding dropped
HowToHustleAndWin Part 1 and then released part 2 knowing how strong the book had in effect in

alot of communities where opportunities between race and poverty were big deals, where your color
is your conscious, it is a part of you, it is your identity.All I can say is, cop this book, its frigging
amazing. I recommend, if not need alot of my black and brown folk to read this book, and even
white people as well.

from start to finish deep,riveting and most of all informative..a must read...after volume1 of course..a
must have indeed..u gotta know where you're from to figure where you're going.

This book was excellent. It motivated me to stop dreaming and start doing.The book give you a
knowledge of the past and the veiws of america from other countries.

Yo, this book is a guide on how to think critically and on how to survive and navigate in today's
society. It's positive and can uplift any age group. This should be required reading in public schools
and even prisons!!!

Part 2 brings everything full circle. This should be a required reading for every young black male. So
much knowledge, facts, and overall life advice in one book. It's a gateway for the un conscious
person.Well written that every page is gold.

This is better than the first one I straight up luv my dudes books always on point This book is
packed with information some good brain food I see why it got 5 stars no hype it really earned it
Great Book! A must have check it out and also the first one Do yourself a Huge favor

Excellent book. The author manages to thoroughly entertain while being extremely informative.
Once I picked this book up, I couldn't put it down. Highly recommended reading.

A very inspiring book I can't even begin to explain how it has changed my life for the better the way I
look at things even the way I look at myself. This can possibly change life not only for people in the
hood but people curious about african american history or the way black men carry themselves.
This will change your outlook on hip hop, how you talk, the way you represent yourself if you can
take the time to read part one, please do so.If your a teacher, in a relationship, or have children who
love/hate to read push them to read this book.
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